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Executive Summary

Mike Featherstone, Fraser Rieche, Lawrence Anderson and Geoff Krause undertook a mission on
behalf of PUHA and the PSCHA in September 2023 during which we checked out the Restaurant
and Bar Hong Kong (RBHK) show before taking care of business at the Seafood Expo Asia
(SEA) in Singapore.

We also made preliminary arrangements to get a delegation to attend the 2023 China Fisheries
and Seafood Expo in Qingdao in late October 2023, but the visa application process proved too
daunting and the effort was aborted. We decided instead to delegate some member company
representatives attending the show, Franco Chen from Great Ocean Ventures Ltd. and Sang
Zheng and Shirley Li from Grand Ocean Int’l Trading Ltd., as representatives for the PUHA and
PSCHA respectively. 

We collected contact information from 6 people at the RBHK, 83 at the SEA and 29 from the
CFSE which are listed in this report, along with other information and impressions from the
shows. We concluded that returning to the SEA and CFSE in upcoming years over the course of
this project makes sense but that the RBHK is not a suitable exhibiting venue for us at this time.
Hong Kong remains a critical market for us and maintaining a presence to keep abreast of and in
front of the Hong Kong market is strongly advised but finding alternative options is
recommended at this time. 
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Introduction

The most important markets for BC sea urchin and sea cucumber products remain centred in Asia
and the Pacific Urchin and the Pacific Sea Cucumber harvesters have been travelling to the area
to learn more of the cultures and markets so we may better serve them. There have been a
number of significant changes in these in recent years that are affecting all manner of relations
and opportunities, so it remains important to stay abreast of their impacts.

The Seafood Expo Asia (SEA) was our first real entry into the Hong Kong market and was
hugely successful and beneficial for us but the show was interrupted in 2019- 2021 and shifted to
Singapore as a result. Singapore is one of the richest markets in the world and has a strong and
diverse food service (restaurant) sector which values high quality seafood. Unfortunately at this
point we do not have a lot of exposure or sales there, probably because air links are indirect
though this is projected to change in the near future. In short, the SEA provides us with a
substantial and attention-getting route into Singapore and other  new SE Asian market. Singapore
is a multiethnic society with a dominant and growing Chinese diaspora community and is a
significant opportunity that could/should provide other options if relations and trade with China
become more difficult.

China has become more difficult to travel to in recent times yet it remains the one of the most
important markets for BC sea cucumber and geoduck. We understand that things change but also
believe that people trading with each other is a proven means of building on trust that is and will
remain beneficial for all involved. The trips outlined in this report were designed to reintroduce
us to these markets, and visa versa, and provide an evolving basis for moving forward.

Hong Kong

We were anxious to get back to Hong Kong because the city remains one of our best markets and
since we had not been able to visit for some time we felt taking the time was more than justified.
It was in fact our first visit back to the city since 2018 and we were all wondering how things
have changed since we were last there because there have been some pretty dramatic changes of
late. There were the lock downs due the pandemic which had people basically locked away in
their apartments for weeks on end for a couple of years. The shutdown meant lots of restaurants
and bars were basically closed for a couple of years and people shifted their normal habit of
eating out to preparing food at home. The city suffered through a number of major changes and
there are contrasting stories about the effects, the official line being the changes are purely
cosmetic and there has been no real change in the dynamism and essential freedoms seen in the
City. From this angle, the rumours of decline are simply that, rumours, with no basis in reality.
The other view is more complicated.
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Possibly even more impactful than the pandemic were the demonstrations back in 2019 against a
new extradition law “inspired” by the Central Beijing government that brought the City to a
screaming halt. This event was incredibly disruptive and resulted in the imposition of a new
National Security Law, again from the Central Government in Beijing, and a fierce crackdown on
dissent and democracy that continues to this day. Subsequent changes in the makeup of the
Legislature and Laws it has adopted conform more completely to the wishes of the Central
Beijing government over the City. Given the proud free-wheeling live-and-let-live ethos that
characterized “Asia’s Global City” for decades prior to that, there are a lot of people there still
kind of shell shocked by the whole experience. 

The imposed changes are thought by many, including perhaps most especially the UK
government (their treaty partners), to abrogate the International Treaty agreed to between China
and the United Kingdom in 1984 that established the One Country, Two Systems framework.
This treaty transferred control of the Territory to China on July 1, 1997 and was intended to
allow a certain degree of autonomy for Hong Kong for 50 years. The changes imposed after 2019
and reinforced by the shutdowns ostensibly justified by the zero-covid pandemic response were
seen and felt as traumatic to the character of Hong Kong so even today it is reputation as a truly
international city is sadly compromised.  Beijing unsurprisingly dismisses such concerns as
nonsense, perhaps even treasonous nonsense, something that in itself embodies the problem the
City faces. 

The fact is that the “evolution” of the legal reality in Hong Kong runs contrary to the stated
intentions and negotiated conditions laid out in the Joint Declaration on Hong Kong in the view
of the UK government. This position is supported by many international jurists despite claims by
the Chinese government that the Declaration is now an historical document of no relevance to
Hong Kong governance. This is almost typical now of the Chinese government under Xi Jinping
as it is establishing a fairly solid record of interpreting agreements, Conventions and even
Treaties they agree to and ratify as not necessarily binding on them. They insist other countries
abide by international conventions they have signed and ratified, like the United Nations
Declaration on Universal Human Rights (1948) and the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea
(signed 1982, ratified 1996) and the subsequent Implementation Agreement (signed 1994,
ratified 1996), even as their own interpretive standards do not oblige them to abide by their stated
conditions. The treatment of Uyghurs in Xinjiang and the aggressive extension of the so-called 9-
dash line in the South China Sea by China some thousands of kilometres from their own shores
and running into recognized sovereign jurisdictions of other countries are two of the most
prominent and internationally troubling contraventions of such agreements. An opinion article
that examines the South China Sea situation more comprehensively from The Diplomat can be
found at  Codes of Conduct Built on Foundations of Bad Faith  

Hong Kong’s leader still claims that the Hong Kong government calls the shots in the city, but in
fact the National Security Law imposed in 2020 and new Safeguarding National Security
Ordinance (Article 23) lays waste to many parts of that assertion. Politicians not seen as patriots
to or by Beijing have been purged or punished by the government, officials are required to pledge
loyalty to “the motherland” while free speech, the free press and dissent have been rolled back
and, according to many reports, essentially crushed. As a result of the alleged changes, there has
in fact been an exodus of people from Hong Kong since the demonstrations over concerns of
diminishing Liberties and Rights. Hong Kong remains an important market and even a culturally
iconic and critical trade crossroad for many of us in the West and we were wanting to see if the
fundamental underlying “vibe” of the place was still holding. 

https://thediplomat.com/2023/11/a-south-china-sea-code-of-conduct-cannot-be-built-on-a-foundation-of-bad-faith/
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We managed to reserve rooms in Wan Chai at a hotel we have stayed at before so we might
better benchmark our previous experience and more fairly compare our impressions. In general,
foot traffic is less crowded, most noticeably for us on the causeway over towards the Trade and
Convention Centre. Some of the businesses we had used in previous years were apparently not
able to survive the pandemic shutdowns but the business culture of the City is still vibrant,
though perhaps a little subdued.

A number of people we spoke with seemed resigned to Hong Kong being more quickly and
completely absorbed into China and losing its uniqueness (so it becomes just another Chinese
city), its free media and possibly its independent legal system and with that its vitality, drive and
eventually even its language (Cantonese). It is not going to happen overnight but is something
that should become more apparent over time as long as it is happening.

Food service and catering were seriously impacted by the pandemic-related lockdowns as people
were simply isolated in their apartments and not allowed out to patronize the  restaurants, eateries
and bars that are, or perhaps were such an integral part of the Hong Kong social scene before the
pandemic struck .There are still some, though fewer, bars and nightclubs in Wan Chai district as
well as lots of Chinese noodle restaurants and a not bad selection of other ethnic restaurants
though it seems the “western” ones have gone for higher end fare. We also heard that
entertainment businesses have shifted to other parts of town, notably to Tsim Sha Tsui, and
moved “upscale”. 

We wandered through some nice malls filled with many expensive stores and well dressed
people spread around the Central District and got the impression the architectural diversity and
underlying infrastructure is still advancing, not surprising given the same is still happening over
on the mainland. It all seemed a little superficial though and we did question the viability of
some shops given that the apparent product and store diversity did not seem consistent with the
needed sales and margin requirements for rent and other related costs in such high end locations.
We did not get into some of the “old” Chinese style malls so cannot comment on how they might
be doing but were encouraged to see some of the street markets apparently carrying on a healthy
trade.
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We heard that the restaurant trade was no longer the backbone of the seafood sales business in
Hong Kong since the pandemic. Much of that sector had apparently been replaced by retail sales
in supermarkets as people needed to prepare meals for themselves at home. We took time to
check some places out and saw 100 g trays of RSU uni from Canada at $68.55 CAD in City
Super. Note those prices are up from between $42 - 43 CAD back in 2015. The seafood and sushi
section in The Food Place had moved from what I recalled on the last visit but were more
expansive with a wide range of offerings, though the RSU uni seen there looked off grade and
cheaper, possibly from Mexico. At any rate, it is apparently those outlets that are largely
supporting sales now in Hong Kong according to folks in the business we spoke to. 
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As far as the RBHK went, the show was quite a bit smaller and less boisterous than we had seen
in the past. There was no common area with an open bar where people could mingle, though
some booths in a far corner were sampling their drinks carefully. There was no feeling of the old
“drink up and be merry” or the frenetic buzz it had and we all agreed that it didn’t make sense to
commit right away to exhibit at this show, thinking perhaps that we should look at another venue.
The RBHK is playing again next September (2024) at the same time as the Singapore show, but
the larger Hospitality and Food Expo Hong Kong (HOFEX) is not happening until May 2025
meaning we will be blowing off a year of funding if we wait for that. We have never been to the
HOFEX but it is worth noting that the Seafood Expo Asia (SEA) too is a smaller show of a type
where we have been most successful, in part because we “stand out”. At larger shows, especially
the world’s two biggest, the Seafood Expo Global (SEG) and the China Fisheries and Seafood
Expo (CFSE), we are easily overshadowed.

Singapore

We carried on from Hong Kong to Singapore for the next edition of the Seafood Expo Asia. The
show this year moved to the Marina Sands Convention Centre, right under that most iconic of
hotels, providing more space than the hall last year at the Suntec Exhibition Centre. The move
was required to accommodate a larger show this year and the fast, modern Singapore metro made
the extra distance simply disappear. 
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We have been with the Seafood Expo Asia since its inception in 2010 in Hong Kong and have
been accorded some prominence in the show because of the support we have provided over the
years. We are not only generally able to secure a preferred location for our booth because of our
long history with them, but we are also generally represented at the opening ceremony for the
show which, in Singapore, involves a Lion Dance because of course, Singapore is the Lion City. 

As mentioned, this has been our most successful show in the past and while we did find a few
things to be critical of this time around, at the end of the day it was still a good show. We were
joined by Fraser Rieche and shared the booth as we usually do with the PSCHA. Notably as well
this year also had the UHA join us. We collected contact information from 83 people and felt we
were well received though I expect it could be better if we can get more participation from our
exporters. 
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We were again located in a good
location right at the entrance to the
show, but there was a bit of a problem
because we were offset from the main
entrance by about a row and a half and
we had a large column right in front of
us that impeded the sight lines to the
booth as people entered. The problem
for us essentially was that our traffic
was down by about 20% from the year
before. People entering the show
generally split either left or right at
about 60:40 towards the larger, more
eye-catching booths to the left of the
entrance while we were to the right side.
On top of that, the path lying between
the column and the wall was
significantly wider than the path
between the column and our booth so
most people seemed to simply walk that
path past the booth without ever seeing
anything but the column. We mentioned
this to the organizers who assured us
that the show will be on a lower floor
next year where this will not be an issue.
We will apparently be set up again right
at the entrance to the show and there
will be no column(s) in the way
obstructing people’s view of us.

The premo location was taken up this
year by a large Chinese pavilion that,
while taking up a lot of square footage,
actually comprised just a large number
of very basic 3x3 booths offering little to see other than a couple of people sitting at a table
waiting for someone to talk to. This was China’s first year back at the show and of course they
came in big: companies from China comprised between a to ½ of the exhibitors at the show.
They were a large presence, and of course were and are more than welcome, but the “basic”
appearance of the booths did detract from generally superior “high quality” visage the show is
trying to build, especially as they dominated the entrance so their pavilion provided the initial
impression people got of the show. 

As mentioned, the show was bigger this year than previous years and while traffic was reported
by the organizers to be within expectations, it was distributed between more booths and displays,
so it seemed slower. We did manage to collect some 83 contacts with an average score (as
determined by the consultant) of 5.1 as summarized in the following tables. This result remains
in the top tier of our success at the various shows we attend as indicated by a show score
(calculated as the number of contacts collected x the average score) greater than 400. 
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Table summarizing comparative metrics for all shows attended since 2014

The above table illustrates a number of things. First off, there is the demonstrated consistency of
the SEA, maintaining high scores throughout including even after the move to Singapore in
2022. Our appearance at the SEG has been intermittent through the years but that show became
more important because of the travel limitations imposed by the pandemic which emerged in
March 2020 and caused the cancellation of all shows that year. The SENA and the SEG were the
first shows at available to start meeting international customers after the pandemic but both saw
substantial changes in their scores after the pandemic that they have still not recovered from. On
the other hand, the CFSE only saw a serious decline this year, a year where we did not have
dedicated staffing at our information counter. This suggests we lost a substantial portion of our
expected data. Note that the data received in 2021 when we had paid full time in-country
representatives present was consistent with previous years when we were personally present.

Our sales to Singapore thus far are kind of underwhelming - but the show offers access to many
SE Asian markets as well as to Singapore itself, a place with great potential to grow a new
market. It has the second highest per-capita GDP in the world, a stable business and social
environment including a well regarded independent legal system. It also loves seafood and is a
nice place to visit. Singapore is part of the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans
Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) along with Canada and we understand direct air transport is coming
back with at least a couple of flights per week which should help enormously in facilitating
seafood trade.

One other point worth mentioning relates to my experience doing these shows over the years. It
strikes me that our success at these shows really does come down to having our exporters with us
as lots of visitors want to talk “turkey” and the only guys who can do that are the exporters
themselves. We have not gotten a lot of participation from our exporters at this yet but hopefully
this will change at the SEA and we will become even more successful in coming years. 



Contact information collected at RBHK in Hong Kong and on Day 1 of the 2023 SEA in Singapore

Contact information collected on Day 2 of the 2023 SEA



Contact information collected on Day 3 of the 2023 SEA

Table comparing metrics collected at various edition of the SEA over the years.
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China 

Once the SEA was over, the China Fisheries and Seafood Expo was the next event coming up
that we had to prepare for. I was planning on leading a delegation to Qingdao to attend the 2023
edition of the show and then perhaps continuing onwards to South Korea and/or Japan, but ran
into a problem. A visa is unsurprisingly required for China visits but they invoked a requirement
to confirm, and therefore pay for, flights and hotel reservations before you can even apply for a
visa. Coupled with the price of flights these days, the uncertainty that a visa would actually be
forthcoming made it hard to justify taking said risk so the plan changed.

We fell back on a plan to piggy back on the UHA effort to again get in-country representatives to
man the information counter for us at the BC booth at the show, but then Franco Chen from
Great Ocean Ventures and Sang Zheng and Shirley Li from Grand Ocean International Trading
Ltd. volunteered that they were going to be there at the BC booth and would take care of
whatever we deeded needed doing. We passed along up to date pdf’s of urchin and sea cucumber
brochures which were then printed in China and made sure they had appropriate numbers of
business cards and advice on what we expected in return i.e. copies of contact information
collected and a short, even verbal report on the show, the prevailing vibe and their general
impressions on what is happening in China as a market. The organizers of the BC scheduled a
media session within which each company involved in the booth presented a summary of their
operation(s) and/or fishery to generate a bit of buzz. Shirley took care of that with a joint
presentation prepared for both associations even though their company is primarily focussed on
sea cucumber. Frranco played a movie, it sounds like one of the ones on the PUHA website, and
gave a running commentary and answered questions on the BC fishery.

Franco provided a verbal summary of his observations at the show as well as contact information
for about 29 visitors (see following table). Sang and Shirley collected contacts the more modern
way, in this case through WeChat mediated exchange of electronic contact information, but this
was not shared- by mutual consent it should be added. All of them characterized the show as
really good despite all the less-than-stellar reports coming out of China that tempered their
expectations. Franco conceded that a recession has apparently started in Asia, including in China,
but there is still lots going on. It is -after all - China, a place where opportunities to work are
gratefully and enthusiastically embraced. There was, according to all assessments, apparently a
lot of interest in high end Canadian products and plenty of demand and none of them felt there
would be any difficulty finding customers.



Table of contact information collected at 2023 China Fisheries and Seafood Expo
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Unfortunately China’s border control and customs services are being more difficult. Franco, for
example, reported robust demand for live RSU in Dalian but also difficulties in getting product
to the market. Any product flying in from Japan, including transhipments from other countries,
are held in customs for 10 days to allow for radiation testing. This is because of a national policy
response to the Fukushima water release, and there is no flexibility permitted. Franco apparently
had one order for live reds from Dalian that had to be routed through Indonesia to avoid the
delay. 

There are also ongoing problems with the China CIFER system which some, perhaps many, see
as a deliberate obstacle intended to gum up any trade. Live urchins are apparently more than
welcome in China and able to easily pass customs, presumably to processors where they are
processed so they capture the value-added premium(s). Urchin products processed in Canada
though are not allowed in, in some cases because of incomplete plant information while in others
apparently because they do not recognize the official Latin name of the species, in this case
Mesocentrotus fransiscanus. 

The previous name, Strongylocentrotus fransiscanus, was changed a few years back by the
International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature (ICZN). This updated name was quickly
adopted by Canadian and US authorities but other jurisdictions, including China as well as the
EU,  have been slower off the mark and are not allowing trade in the products. We have alerted
trade commissioners from Canada in China about the problem and are making some headway
with Europe but are not so far getting any joy from China. 

We are very grateful to Franco,
Sang and Shirley for representing
us at the CFSE, but it was also
apparent that they were stretched
as a few things fell through some
cracks. Nothing really major-
mainly problems with the “look”
of the information counter and a
lack of dedicated personnel to look
after any queries, but it is enough
to recommend having dedicated
representation at future shows.
There are always little things that
go sideways at these events and it
is attention to details that makes
the difference between an
exemplary showing, which is what
we want to achieve, and one which
does not make that grade. Reports
from the Franco, Sang, Shirley and
the on-scene BC booth
representatives affirmed that
having a better dedicated presence
would be beneficial and preferred.
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Conclusions

The effort this past year were restrained because we did not actually get a signed deal in place in
time to allow proper planning for all the trips we wanted for the year. As it turned out, we would
have been OK had we undertaken the program we laid out, but reluctance to move forward in the
absence of a signed agreement is understandable. We did manage to shift some funds into
subsequent years so those opportunities have not completely evaporated. We are hoping to see
more active participation from processors in the last two years of the project. 

Results from this year demonstrated the benefits of using dedicated personnel on these trips to
take care of the inevitable things that do not completely go as planned and to ensure all the
contact information and informal observations and comments on the market are catalogued, 
appropriately assessed, analysed and included as part of the trip report(s). Continuing
collaboration between fishing groups with similar characteristics and marketing objectives, like
the long running collaboration between the sea urchin and sea cucumber fisheries (PUHA and
PSCHA respectively) allows sharing and pooling of resources and continues to provide
advantages for both.  Strengthening collaboration with the geoduck fishery (Underwater
Harvesters Association) promises additional shared benefits.

Diversifying market opportunities further remains a strategic goal for all BC dive fisheries. One
just has to note the many geopolitical changes happening these days, with visitor and market
access getting more complex and reportedly riskier, most especially in China. The real problem
will arise if things really do go off the rails and China feels it has to move on Taiwan or pushes
matters too far in other parts of the South China Sea. Open conflict in this arena means all sorts
of trade restrictions, extending to complete and strictly enforced mutual embargoes, would
eliminate access to that market from western countries, quite possibly for a number of years.
With that in mind, finding alternatives just seems prudent. Even if that kind of disruption is
avoided, there is also the problem of being a price taker instead of a price maker- increased
market diversification logically leads to increased aggregate demand which supports higher
prices for producers even with all else remaining the same. This holds true for all these fisheries.

On the key question on the “ changing vibe” in Hong Kong, the jury is still out. The pandemic
was a major shock and continuing demographics and generational differences are driving
changes in the City that will continue for some decades, but none of that necessarily means it will
lose its essential vitality or character. The imposition of Beijing’s authority and its emerging
policies around “preventative repression” though are affecting the calculus and it remains to be
seen what will happen. The City has more than a Century under its belt as an iconic inter-
cultural crossroads, one that has evolved to not only favour growing appreciation, understanding
and respect between East and West, but also extending the same to include virtually every other
culture sharing this planet. China is experiencing profound change as much as all the rest of us
and it has some burdens of history, like the Cultural Revolution, that it has yet to properly deal
with, but as a rational optimist I see no alternative to developing stronger bonds and respect
between peoples as we continue to define our true place in the reality we are discovering through
modern science. We now know we inhabit only one small orb, essentially a tiny and vulnerable
Eden of Life in a very large and hostile cosmos. That inescapable fact simply overwhelms any
pretension to any kind of ordained “divine” superiority or privilege. In reality, if we are to
survive our own rise through technology, we cannot help but leave our fears and prejudices
behind to recognize and take better advantage of the myriad strengths and advantages inherent in
our diversity, most explicitly those which are contrasted in our shared and varied humanity.


